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Month Ended August 31, 2016
We think investing in the markets without knowing about recent shifts is a bit like trying to hit a piñata while blindfolded (of
course). So in our commentaries we strive to give overviews to our investors. In May we examined year-to-date returns. As you may
remember, value fare was outperforming growth, especially in smaller-cap stocks; a reversal of the growth-dominated rally that
started in early 2009. This month we examine mutual fund flows, because they are another tool for measuring investment
sentiment.
Last year when we examined more than 50 categories in the Taxable Bond, U.S. Equity and International Equity groups, the data
suggested investors were adding risk rather than avoiding it. In equities, there was a clear rotation from domestic to foreign stocks.
In bonds, risk-seeking flows had high-yield and corporate bond funds growing and lower-risk funds with short-term maturities and
high-credit ratings shrinking.
Turning to the first half of this year, below are the 15 categories with the biggest dollar inflows, with boldface indicating a
significant percentage jump in assets.
Flow as
% of Assets
(As of 6/30/16)

U.S. Category Group

Morningstar Category

2016 Flow

Total Net Assets
(As of 6/30/16)

1

Taxable Bond

Intermediate-Term Bond

61,831,624,759

1,126,638,500,343

5.5%

2

International Equity

Foreign Large Blend

30,820,333,282

670,931,187,548

4.6%

3

Taxable Bond

Corporate Bond

8,715,705,782

84,428,445,704

10.3%

4

Taxable Bond

High-Yield Bond

8,403,640,865

257,551,969,937

3.3%

5

U.S. Equity

Large Blend

7,860,669,631

1,919,909,082,189

0.4%

6

Taxable Bond

Short-Term Bond

6,900,772,603

300,196,403,786

2.3%

7

Taxable Bond

Intermediate Government

5,451,780,190

104,411,465,483

5.2%

8

Taxable Bond

Preferred Stock

2,670,473,392

16,693,060,167

16.0%

9

Taxable Bond

Multisector Bond

2,634,429,804

191,058,211,722

1.4%

10 Sector Equity

Energy Limited Partnership

2,116,566,527

24,739,433,126

8.6%

11 Taxable Bond

Long Government

1,854,671,698

12,723,769,476

14.6%

12 International Equity

Diversified Emerging Markets

1,179,117,559

283,921,227,604

0.4%

13 Sector Equity

Equity Energy

1,058,551,206

21,257,583,685

5.0%

14 Taxable Bond

Emerging Markets Bond

972,042,721

47,568,440,196

2.0%

15 U.S. Equity

Small Value

918,194,092

108,221,176,320

0.8%

Investors’ top preference was clear: bonds, bonds and more bonds. Of the top 15 categories by flow, nine were bond funds.
Meanwhile there were only two international stock funds, two sector funds and two U.S. equity funds. That count, however, does
not give the full picture. The Intermediate-Term Bond category—the broad, plain-vanilla category many use as a default— brought
in over $60 billion—more than the 3rd through 15th most popular categories combined. Among the other fixed-income categories,
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most were higher-octane investments with hefty yields: Corporate Bond, High-Yield Bond, Preferred Stock, Multisector Bond, Long
Government, and Diversified Emerging Markets.
Turning to equities, on both the domestic and the international side, the default standards were predictably among those with big
inflows: U.S. Large Blend and Foreign Large Blend. There was also one hot-performing category from the U.S. and one from abroad
that received strong inflows due to solid performance: Small Value and Diversified Emerging Markets.
Now we turn to the 15 types of mutual funds with the heaviest outflows.

2016 Flow

Total Net Assets
(As of 6/30/16)

Flow as
% of Assets
(As of 6/30/16)

U.S. Category Group

Morningstar Category

1

U.S. Equity

Mid-Cap Growth

(14,574,750,200)

256,724,880,654

-5.7%

2

International Equity

World Stock

(10,222,856,224)

373,554,633,126

-2.7%

3

Sector Equity

Health

(9,406,541,619)

120,525,570,520

-7.8%

4

Taxable Bond

World Bond

(8,569,106,340)

201,006,950,007

-4.3%

5

U.S. Equity

Small Growth

(7,623,544,430)

176,259,461,728

-4.3%

6

Taxable Bond

Bank Loan

(6,208,017,113)

91,165,294,863

-6.8%

7

U.S. Equity

Mid-Cap Value

(5,811,612,042)

196,717,852,167

-3.0%

8

U.S. Equity

Large Value

(5,408,407,943)

894,300,256,337

-0.6%

9

U.S. Equity

Mid-Cap Blend

(4,518,378,562)

260,402,571,299

-1.7%

10 Sector Equity

Technology

(3,111,541,582)

45,440,893,957

-6.8%

11 International Equity

Foreign Large Growth

(3,030,921,549)

331,560,207,042

-0.9%

12 Sector Equity

Global Real Estate

(2,278,673,735)

46,640,002,431

-4.9%

13 International Equity

Europe Stock

(2,263,192,535)

19,906,889,363

-11.4%

14 Taxable Bond

Emerging Markets Bond (L.C.)

(1,886,105,650)

7,939,313,876

-23.8%

15 Taxable Bond

Long-Term Bond

(1,664,031,331)

19,417,274,121

-8.6%

When it comes to outflows, no one category dominated the charts; the numbers gradually rose rather than jumped. That said, five
categories of U.S. equity funds sat amongst the nine most-sold categories. In both bond and international equity flows, risk aversion
was evident. In fixed income, the least popular categories were World Bond, Bank Loan, Emerging Markets Bond (Local Currency),
and Long-Term Bond—all with significant (yet different) risks. Similarly, in international stocks, World Stock got crushed—mainly
after Brexit—and Foreign Large Growth also took a hit.
Our reaction to the 2016 flow picture is similar to last year’s: some elements give us pause but on the whole nothing causes any
real alarm. The ongoing rotation from domestic stocks to international now seems to be more rooted in an attempt to diversify than
in performance chasing (after all, the U.S. markets have outperformed international fare in the trailing three- and five-year periods).
That said, we do have an aversion to selling one to buy the other. We remain a bit perplexed by the ongoing love affair for bonds.
Clearly some investors demand yield, but given historically low interest rates those yields may drive capital losses going forward.
Indeed, we have significant concerns about areas with high interest payments such as High-Yield Bond, Corporate Bond and Energy
Limited Partnership. Rather than seek out hot investments or emphasize one thing, we think establishing a prudent asset mix to
guide current and future investments is the right way to go. To that end, we generally prefer adding to solid investments with soft
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returns while paring back—when need be—on areas that have outperformed. In other words, we prefer to lean against consensus
rather than run with the pack.

The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The details offered in this
commentary do not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment decision and should not be
considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Investing in equity stocks is more risky and subject to the volatility of the markets. Investing in micro-, small and mid-size companies
is more risky and more volatile than investing in large companies.
Investments in foreign securities may underperform and may be more volatile than comparable U.S. stocks because of the risks
involving foreign economies and markets, foreign political systems, foreign regulatory standards, foreign currencies and taxes. The
use of currency derivatives and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) may increase investment losses and expenses and create more
volatility. Investments in emerging markets present additional risks, such as difficulties in selling on a timely basis and at an
acceptable price.
Bonds are fixed income securities in that at the time of the purchase of a bond, the amount of income and the timing of the
payments are known. Risks of bonds include credit risk and interest rate risk, both of which may affect a bond’s investment value by
resulting in lower bond prices or an eventual decrease in income. Treasury bonds are issued by the government of the United
States. Payment of principal and interest is guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government, and interest earned is
exempt from state and local taxes.
The source of the data contained in this commentary: ©2015 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained
herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted
to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising
from any use of this information.
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